
OLIFANTS MID TERM BREAK FEBRUARY 2014 

I thought I would just share with you two of the most incredible days I 

have ever- in eleven years-spent at Olifants. 

We arrived pretty late on Thursday evening somewhat fearing that 

there would be too many people in residence given the mid- term 

break for private schools. This proved to be unfounded – seven in res 

on the North and almost a deserted Olifants River. 

Friday saw a pretty normal viewing experience-good general game and 

a few elephant bulls. After the evening drive on Friday my mind was 

pretty set on watching some good super 14 and the second cricket test 

match. This was to change. 

Saturday morning arrived with 192 buffalo causing havoc at Wildebeest 

waterhole. Closely followed by several elephant bulls. Things were 

changing. Under pressure from the daughter and the boss and Fritha 

Davidson at B3 we embarked on a lion search late in the afternoon. 

We were driving along gently when a tawny eagle takes a 1.3m 

boomslang out of tree next to us and proceeds to fly just above the 

bonnet whilst the girls make more noise than you really should on a 

game drive. 

Then the luck of the bush really started to play out. We left for home 

and as they do- the night light would not work. We stopped about 

400m from Big Dam and started fiddling. After 15 minutes by which 

time with a working light we would have been miles away Arnold Chatz 

calls in a leopard which I realize must be within a 100m of us. So we 

abandon the fiddle and join him to watch it as it drinks from the fresh 

water inlet pipe to Big Dam. Beautiful. 



It is only a few hours later that I realize we have seen the big five in a 

day. Not too shabby but things are yet to improve further. 

Sunday morning again yields great general game and elephants. Arnold 

and his guests now only short of buffalo to tick the big five put out a 

general call.  During the course of the day Arnold continues to drive 

with mostly single buffalo bulls being called in at the most distant point 

from wherever he is at the time. I believe he eventually got one. 

Now though the bug has bitten. The family announce the lion sighting- 

just two lionesses- is not satisfactory and rather than a quiet drink on 

the river loops a proper search needs again to be undertaken.  

So we are off again searching. Now it has been my experience that 

trying to beat fantastic viewing really does not work and a far more 

sensible approach would be a quiet evening on the river loops. 

 

The family wins hands down as usual. Surprisingly, the first thing we 

find is a single buffalo bull- thoughts to Arnold. We find an entire lion 

pride that does just about everything and all nine march past the five 

vehicles watching them at stroking distance. A young girl from B29 

records this as her first lion sighting – awesome-it will take some 

beating in years to come. 

Finally the pressure is off. So it is dark now. We find a nice open area 

for drinks. The impala seem a little unsettled but it is nearly March so 

could be setting out the areas. Then two hundred impala are racing at 

the vehicle. We turn off all lights. All hell breaks loose. 



Lights back on and we have a leopard kill. The young female has taken 

out a huge ram metres from us. No 11 from the South joins us very 

gently and the viewing stays intact. For 10 minutes we watch the 

leopard as it commences eating. Another great noise in the bush- a 

hyena chases it off, devours the impala with the leopard moving in and 

out taking what falls off as the hyena moves the kill around. I guess a 

good 45 minutes of this and it is over. 

We drive home gently, seeing another Hyena, an African Wild Cat and a 

Genet. Somehow the big five or six from the day before seem like a 

distant memory.  

 

 

ANON. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


